
 

The polar express movie is a children's story written by Chris Van Allsburg. The novel tells the story of a young boy named Arturo who aboard the fictional train, the Polar Express, has a chance encounter with one of Santa Claus' elves. This becomes her mission to deliver Arturo's letter to Santa Claus before he departs on Christmas Eve, but also his responsibility to return Nicktoon Central back to
normal before she arrives. As far as movies are concerned there are various adaptations of this classic come Christmas tale but one that stands out among them is the Telugu dubbed version that was released in 2013 which stars Rana Daggubati, Raashi Khanna and Pawan Kalyan. The Telugu dubbed version is directed by Bapu, who is also a popular Telugu film maker and screenwriter. This movie is a
family entertainer that has been filmed in VFX technology. This movie is a treat to watch not only to kids but also for adults as it has a wonderful combination of comedy, romance and action that could be enjoyed by all age groups. The dubbing was done by popular Telugu actor Rana Daggubati himself who lent his voice to all the characters from the storybook including the main characters Arturo,
Conductor and The Polar Express. The voiceover cast of the Telugu dubbed version includes Rana Daggubati, Gopi Sandal, Srinivas Avasarala, Sekhar Chandraasudhan, Rajeev Kanakala, Sunil Sukhadwala and while Pawan Kalyan lent his voice to the character named Franklin. The movie was released to markets on 17 November 2013 and was a complete family entertainer that won positive reviews
from all the quarters. There are many other versions of this story including activities for children that can be done at home during Christmas day. One such activity is Making Santa Claus And Elves which introduces kids to how lifelike Santa Claus can be created with simple materials. Materials Required :

Steps: Into a large mixing bowl add a cup of light brown paint, a pinch of white paint and a pinch of black paint. Mix well. This is the skin color. In another bowl add some water into the same three colors except the black one. Mix them to form slushy snow color. This is the snowman's color on his suit. Add some more water to it to get a thinner consistency for application onto snowman's face and
body joints. Mix the white paint with some water to get a thinner consistency. This is for snowman's eyes. Out of the white paint make the eyebrows by mixing the white paint with some brown paint. Out of this color make Santa Claus' mustache by mixing it with black color. And finally for his hair take some grey-white colored paint and apply it to Santa Claus' hair, beard and mustache. Apply the
snowman's body color onto snowman's face and body joints with brush or hollow toothpick dipped into the watery snow colored paint you made earlier.
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